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Abstract

The Drosophila formin Cappuccino (Capu) creates an actin mesh-like structure that traverses the 

oocyte during mid-oogenesis. This mesh is thought to prevent premature onset of fast cytoplasmic 

streaming which normally happens during late-oogenesis. Proper cytoskeletal organization and 

cytoplasmic streaming are crucial for localization of polarity determinants such as osk, grk, bcd 

and nanos mRNAs. Capu mutants disrupt these events, leading to female sterility. Capu is 

regulated by another nucleator, Spire, as well as by autoinhibition in vitro. Studies in vivo confirm 

that Spire modulates Capu’s function in oocytes; however, how autoinhibition contributes is still 

unclear. To study the role of autoinhibition in flies, we expressed a Capu construct that is missing 

the Capu Inhibitory Domain, CapuΔN. Consistent with a gain of activity due to loss of 

autoinhibition, the actin mesh was denser in CapuΔN oocytes. Further, cytoplasmic streaming was 

delayed and fertility levels decreased. Localization of osk mRNA in early stages, and bcd and 

nanos in late stages, were disrupted in CapuΔN-expressing oocytes. Finally, evidence that these 

phenotypes were due to a loss of autoinhibition comes from co-expression of the N-terminal half 

of Capu with CapuΔN, which suppressed the defects in actin, cytoplasmic streaming and fertility. 

From these results, we conclude that Capu can be autoinhibited during Drosophila oocyte 

development.
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Introduction

Cappuccino (Capu) was originally identified in a screen for maternal-effect genes important 

for pattern formation. Mutations in capu disrupt both anteroposterior (AP) and dorsoventral 

(DV) axis formation of the Drosophila embryo, resulting in female sterility [Manseau and 

Schüpbach, 1989]. The original studies of capu led to the hypothesis that this gene, along 

with a second gene, spire, contributed to both major body axes by localizing and/or 

stabilizing other patterning factors by regulating the cytoskeleton [Manseau and Schüpbach, 

1989; Emmons et al., 1995].

Detailed biochemical and genetic analysis of Capu support this hypothesis and shed light on 

how Capu regulates polarity. Capu is a member of the formin family of actin nucleators 

[Emmons et al., 1995]. As such, it has well-conserved formin homology 1 and 2 (FH1 and 

FH2) domains in its C-terminal half [Higgs and Peterson, 2005]. FH2 domains are crucial 

for actin filament nucleation and remain associated with the barbed ends of growing 

filaments to control elongation [Higashida et al., 2004; Otomo et al., 2005; Pruyne et al., 

2002]. FH1 domains bind to profilin-actin to facilitate fast delivery of actin monomers to the 

FH2 bound barbed ends [Paul et al., 2008]. Consistent with Capu’s actin polymerization 

activity, recently, Capu was linked to two actin structures in Drosophila oocytes: an 

isotropic mesh that traverses the oocyte cytoplasm, which is present throughout mid-

oogenesis (stages 5-10), and a network of long filaments extending from the posterior cortex 

of the oocyte present at later stages [Chang et al., 2011; Dahlgaard et al., 2007; Tanaka et 

al., 2011].

A dramatic change in ooplasm dynamics coincides with disappearance of the actin mesh at 

stage 10B. At early stages, the fluid within the oocyte moves in a slow, uncoordinated 

manner. After stage 10B, this fluid flow is ~10 times faster and coordinated [Gutzeit and 

Koppa, 1982; Serbus et al., 2005]. At this time microtubules reorganize from a biased 

random anterior-posterior polarity to parallel bundles along the oocyte cortex [Parton et al., 

2011; Theurkauf et al., 1992]. capu mutants exhibit premature onset of cytoplasmic 

streaming [Theurkauf, 1994]. Multiple studies link the Capu-dependent actin mesh to 

control of the timing of cytoplasmic streaming [Dahlgaard et al., 2007; Quinlan, 2013].

Establishment of the major body axes in Drosophila oocytes requires proper localization of 

polarity determinants such as gurken (grk), oskar (osk), bicoid (bcd) and nanos mRNAs 

[Frohnhöfer and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1986; Lehmann and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1986; Lehmann 

and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1991; Schüpbach, 1987; Wang and Lehmann, 1991]. Localization of 

these polarity determinants is largely dependent on microtubules and their associated 

motors, while both actin and microtubules are required for anchoring. Modes of transport 

and anchoring are specific to each polarity factor and the stage of development. For 

example, osk, which is enriched at the posterior after stage 7, is transported by kinesin along 

microtubules which are oriented with a slight bias towards the posterior at this time 

[Brendza et al., 2000; Ephrussi et al., 1991; Kim-Ha et al., 1991; Parton et al., 2011; 

Zimyanin et al., 2007]. In contrast, the majority of nanos is localized to the posterior after 

stage 10 by a combination of advection due to cytoplasmic streaming and entrapment at the 
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posterior, as opposed to active transport by a motor [Wang et al., 1994; Forrest and Gavis, 

2003].

grk, osk and nanos, but not bcd, localizations are disrupted in capu mutants [Ephrussi et al., 

1991; Manseau et al., 1996; Neuman-Silberberg and Schüpbach, 1993; Wang et al., 1994]. 

Premature cytoplasmic streaming in capu mutants could mechanically disrupt the mRNA 

localization, or subsequent reorganization of the microtubule cytoskeleton may prevent the 

correct localization of mRNAs [Theurkauf, 1994]. Given that these factors continue to 

accrue correctly after normal cytoplasmic streaming begins, it is not obvious why premature 

streaming is so detrimental. Perhaps establishment of “landing sites” is more delicate than 

later delivery of polarity factors. Osk at least has a positive feedback mechanism whereby 

the anchoring site at the posterior has to be established at early stages. Once established, 

more osk can be recruited during later stages [Sinsimer et al., 2011; Snee et al., 2007]. How 

capu contributes to the second step of mRNA localization is also unclear. It may be that 

Capu-dependent posterior filaments detected later in oogenesis are necessary for anchoring/

entrapment during both early and late phases of mRNA transport.

Capu, like any actin nucleator, needs to be regulated. Until recently, Spire was the sole 

candidate for modulating Capu’s functions [Quinlan, 2013; Quinlan et al., 2007]. However, 

we found that Capu can also be autoinhibited, like most other formins [Bor et al., 2012]. We 

identified an N-terminal Capu Inhibitory Domain (CID; Capu1-222) that binds the C-

terminal Capu-tail domain to inhibit Capu’s polymerization and elongation activities. This 

raises the question of how Capu is regulated during Drosophila oogenesis. Several lines of 

evidence support a role for Capu autoinhibition: replacement of endogenous Capu with a 

version lacking the first 270 residues (green fluorescent protein [GFP]-CapuΔN) induced an 

actin mesh in the nurse cells and oocyte [Dahlgaard et al., 2007]; Capu’s N-terminal 100 

amino acids exert a dominant-negative effect on Capu’s oskar protein-anchoring activity, 

possibly by inhibiting formation of the actin filaments extending from the posterior cortex 

[Chang et al., 2011]. Despite these observations, it is still unclear how Capu is regulated 

during oocyte development. We therefore further characterized Capu autoinhibition during 

Drosophila oogenesis by expressing the N-terminal half of Capu, which contains the CID 

domain (CapuNT), and truncated Capu that is lacking the CID domain (CapuΔN) in a wild 

type background. Overexpression of constitutively active Capu caused fertility defects. 

These oocytes had increased actin mesh density that persisted beyond stage 11 and inhibited 

cytoplasmic streaming. Furthermore, we observed that osk was not correctly localized 

during early stages and bcd and nanos failed to localize or localized at lower levels than 

wild type during late stages of oogenesis. By coexpressing CapuNT, we were able to rescue 

the fertility, actin mesh, and cytoplasmic streaming phenotypes, suggesting that Capu is 

regulated by autoinhibition in vivo. Therefore, we find that not only can Capu be 

autoinhibited in Drosophila oocytes, but properly regulated actin mesh and cytoplasmic 

streaming are critical for localization of polarity determinants and fertility.
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Results

Constitutively active Capu decreases fertility

Previously, we demonstrated that Capu is autoinhibited in vitro [Bor et al., 2012]. To test 

whether autoinhibition is important during Drosophila oogenesis, we expressed a form of 

Capu believed to be constitutively active, GFP-CapuΔN, in wild type background and 

assessed its effect on fertility (Figure 1A, B). We used two different germline-specific 

drivers to express GFP-CapuΔN: the maternal α-tubulin promoter (matα-Gal4-VP16; matα) 

and the nanos promoter (nos-Gal4-VP16; nos). matα is a strong driver throughout 

oogenesis. In contrast, nos drives expression in the germarium, and again after stage 8 with 

low expression between stages 3-8 [Hudson and Cooley, 2010]. Based on the consistent and 

strong expression, we used the matα driver in all of our experiments. We also compared our 

results to those with the nos driver where possible. For comparison, we expressed full-length 

Capu (GFP-CapuFL), and GFP alone. We measured fertility rates of female flies by crossing 

them to wild type males, collecting eggs and counting the number that hatched within 24 

hours. When we used the nos driver, only 48% of eggs hatched when laid by flies expressing 

GFP-CapuΔN (nos:GFP-CapuΔN; Figure 1B). In contrast, 89% of eggs hatched from flies 

expressing GFP-CapuFL (nos:GFP-CapuFL). When we used the matα driver, we saw 

enhanced fertility defects for both GFP-CapuΔN (17%; matα:GFP-CapuΔN) and GFP-

CapuFL (52%; matα:GFP-CapuFL) (Figure 1B). To understand why matα:GFP-CapuFL 

was so detrimental, we tested the effect of expressing unlabeled CapuFL or GFP alone. 

Consistent with the difference in drivers, matα driven expression of GFP (matα:GFP) also 

compromised fertility (73% hatched) as compared to the effect of nos driven expression 

(nos:GFP), which was negligible (93%) (Figure 1B). We believe this loss in fertility is due 

to a combination of expressing large amounts of GFP as well as Gal4 since matα flies are 

generally sicker than wild type. CapuFL expression led to slightly increased fertility 

compared to GFP-CapuFL expression in matα flies (59% vs. 52%, data not shown). This 

observation is consistent with data from Dahlgaard et al. [2007] which indicate that the GFP 

tag increases Capu activity [Dahlgaard et al., 2007]. It also confirms that overexpression of 

CapuFL impacts fertility. We interpret the fertility defects of both GFP-CapuΔN and GFP-

CapuFL as a consequence of overactive Capu, with the strongest defects caused by the 

constitutively active GFP-CapuΔN (Figure 1B).

Closer examination of the eggs laid in these experiments revealed that expression of GFP-

CapuΔN caused polarity defects similar to those described for capu mutants. About 5% of 

matα:GFP-CapuΔN eggs had fused dorsal appendages (28/613) whereas matα:GFP-CapuFL 

had fewer such eggs (8/910). Fused dorsal appendages are a hallmark of defects in DV axis 

formation and appear in about 10% of strong capu alleles [Manseau and Schüpbach, 1989]. 

Further matα:GFP-CapuΔN embryos had disrupted abdominal segmentation, often lacked 

thoracic segments and displayed reduced head structures, which are hallmarks of defects in 

AP axis formation (Figure 1C). Interestingly, while capu mutants have AP defects, their 

embryos usually have abdominal segmentation defects but relatively normal thoraces and 

heads [Manseau and Schüpbach, 1989]. We draw two main conclusions from these 

experiments. First, an increase in Capu protein negatively impacts fertility and polarity. 

Second, truncating the CID domain (first 270 residues) enhances this negative effect. We 
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believe that these negative effects are due to an increase in Capu activity. However, based 

on these observations alone, we cannot rule out the possibility that truncation of the CID 

domain affects fertility and polarity through another mechanism.

GFP-CapuΔN expression leads to increased actin mesh density

We studied the actin mesh in the oocyte as a measure of Capu activity. Spire and Capu 

cooperate to build this structure [Dahlgaard et al., 2007; Quinlan, 2013]. In wild type 

oocytes, the mesh is present until stage 10, and it disappears by stage 11 (Figure S1A). We 

measured mesh density at stage 9, when the mesh is normally present, and stage 11, when it 

is normally absent. Again, we used matα and nos drivers to express GFP, GFP-CapuFL, or 

GFP-CapuΔN and compared these oocytes to those from wild type flies. The mesh in stage 9 

oocytes was denser than wild type controls in both matα:GFP-CapuFL (2.3-fold) and 

matα:GFP-CapuΔN (2.9-fold) oocytes (Figure 2B, C, M and Table I). Further, while the 

absolute difference was not great, the mesh of matα:GFP-CapuΔN oocytes was significantly 

denser than that of matα:GFP-CapuFL oocytes. We note that at stage 9 the mesh density 

was also increased when GFP alone was expressed. The difference was small (1.4-fold 

compared to wild type oocytes) but statistically significant (p < 0.03) (Figure 2A and M). At 

stage 11, GFP expression had no effect on mesh density (Figure 2G and N). The mesh was 

absent, as expected. The mesh was denser when either matα:GFP-CapuFL (3.3-fold) or 

matα:GFP-CapuΔN (3.8-fold) were expressed (Figure 2H, I, N and Table I). At this stage, 

the difference between GFP-CapuFL and GFP-CapuΔN was not statistically significant, 

however. We note that the variance of mesh densities was higher at stage 11 and propose 

that the mesh density, which is normally zero, is more sensitive to Capu expression levels at 

this stage. We cannot distinguish whether the fertility defects are due to an increase in mesh 

density at stage 9, the presence of mesh at stage 11, or both. Regardless, these results 

support our hypothesis that there is a link between fertility phenotypes and an increase in 

Capu activity. Furthermore, GFP-CapuΔN is more active than GFP-CapuFL, probably due 

to loss of autoinhibition.

Supporting the idea that the level of actin mesh regulates fertility, nos-driven expression 

resulted in sparse mesh in comparison with the matα driver. While the overall impact was 

smaller the trends were the same: The mesh density increased at stage 9 of both nos:GFP-

CapuFL (1.8-fold compared to GFP control) and nos:GFP-CapuΔN (2.2-fold) oocytes 

(Figure S2A-D and Table I). Stage 11 mesh density also increased (Figure S2E-H and Table 

I) for both nos:GFP-CapuFL (1.8-fold) and nos:GFP-CapuΔN (2.5-fold). At both stages 9 

and 11, nos:GFP-CapuΔN resulted in significantly denser actin mesh than nos:GFP-CapuFL. 

The fact that nos:GFP-CapuFL causes an increase in mesh density at both stage 9 and 11 but 

has little effect on fertility suggests that the oocyte is resistant to an increase in mesh 

density. Increasing the mesh density beyond some threshold appears to negatively effect 

oocyte development because nos:GFP-CapuΔN had even higher mesh density both at stage 

9 and 11 compared to nos:GFP-CapuFL, and this dense mesh corresponds to a dramatic 

decrease in fertility (Figure 1B and Table I).

When the actin mesh density was increased by matα:GFP-CapuΔN, we also observed other 

actin phenotypes. Similar to what was reported by Dahlgaard et al., stage 9 and 11 nurse 
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cells had actin mesh-like structures in their cytoplasm (Figure 2C, I). We also see actin mesh 

in GFP-CapuFL expressing nurse cells. This is consistent with our observation that GFP-

CapuFL increased the mesh density in oocytes and the report that GFP partially activates 

CapuFL [Dahlgaard et al., 2007]. Therefore, we asked whether Capu activity affected 

additional aspects of oocyte development. The oocyte nucleus translates to the anterior-

dorsal corner at stage 6-7. An increase in the oocyte actin mesh density did not disrupt this 

localization (Figure S1B and D), suggesting that the mesh dynamics are not altered, despite 

the increase in Capu’s activity. Because the nucleus is much larger than the pore size of the 

actin mesh, its movement across the oocyte requires assembly and disassembly of the mesh 

in order to move significant distances. Because the nucleus moves from the posterior to the 

anterior-dorsal corner at the expected stage, we conclude that the rates of assembly and 

disassembly of the actin mesh are not slowed. We observed no change in border cell 

migration; border cells were found at the anterior of oocytes by stage 9 (Figure S1B and C). 

Nurse cell dumping relies on an actomyosin contraction. While an ectopic actin mesh in the 

nurse cells could disrupt this process by a number of mechanisms, dumping was apparently 

normal in GFP-CapuΔN and GFP-CapuFL flies. However, because fast streaming was 

prevented by the persistent actin mesh, we often saw that the oocyte contents were not 

mixed with the nurse cell contents, resulting in two layers of cytoplasm, as reported for 

expression of GFP-SpirD or loss of khc activity [Figure S1D; Dahlgaard et al., 2007; 

Palacios and St. Johnston, 2002; Serbus et al., 2005]. Therefore, we hypothesize that the 

increase in oocyte actin mesh density is the major cause of infertility.

Increased actin mesh density prevents late stage cytoplasmic streaming

In wild type oocytes, fluid flows are relatively slow while the actin mesh is present. 

Coinciding with the disappearance of the mesh at stage 10B, cytoplasmic streaming begins 

and by stage 11, this streaming is coordinated and about 10-times faster [Quinlan, 2013]. 

The cytoplasmic flow is readily visualized by imaging autofluorescent yolk granules. Using 

Particle Image Velocimetry (see methods), we quantified the velocity of cytoplasmic 

streaming in oocytes expressing GFP, GFP-CapuFL or GFP-CapuΔN at stages 9 and 11. 

Interestingly, despite the increase in actin mesh density, whether we used the nos or matα 

driver, these proteins had no effect on the motion in stage 9 oocytes (Figure 3A-C, M, S3A-

D, and Table I). In contrast, the rate of cytoplasmic streaming at stage 11 was significantly 

lower (Figure 3G-I, N, S3E-H, and Table I). The average streaming velocity was low for 

matα:GFP-CapuFL (0.11 μm/s) and reduced to a rate similar to stage 9 for matα:GFP-

CapuΔN (0.04 μm/s) (Figure 3G-I and N). This is consistent with the increase in actin mesh 

densities with matα-driven expression at stage 11 (Figure 2N). When we compare 

cytoplasmic streaming of matα:GFP-CapuFL to matα:GFP-CapuΔN, we also see 

significantly different speeds, consistent with the fertility results. At stage 11, nos:GFP-

CapuFL (0.29 ± 0.12 μm/s) resulted in oocytes with the same velocity on average as 

nos:GFP (0.29 ± 0.07 μm/s) but the range of velocities was much broader, as reflected in the 

standard deviations (Figure S3E, F and H). Streaming was inhibited in most of the nos:GFP-

CapuΔN oocytes (0.15 μm/s) (Figure S3G and H). The effect of the matα driver on 

streaming is more severe compared to the nos driver, consistent with this being a stronger 

driver overall. These data correlate with the increase in actin mesh described above. They 

suggest that an increase in Capu activity, due to increased protein level and/or truncating the 
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CID domain, inhibits cytoplasmic streaming during late stages, reflecting the increased actin 

mesh density. They also imply that the greater effect on fertility is due to the late stage 

effects as opposed to the presence of denser mesh during stage 9. These results are 

consistent with the hypothesis that Capu and the actin mesh affect fertility and polarity by 

controlling the timing of cytoplasmic streaming.

CapuNT localizes to the nurse cell cortex and inhibits GFP-CapuΔN

To test whether the effect of GFP-CapuΔN is due to loss of Capu autoinhibition, as opposed 

to another mechanism such as loss of a binding partner or proper localization of Capu, we 

expressed GFP-CapuNT (Figure 1A). First we examined GFP-CapuNT’s localization in the 

egg chambers. Previous studies showed that GFP-CapuFL is enriched at the nurse cell 

cortex, whereas GFP-CapuΔN lacks this localization (Figure 4) [Dahlgaard et al., 2007; 

Quinlan, 2013]. Therefore, we asked whether the N-terminal half of Capu is sufficient to 

localize Capu by comparing GFP-CapuNT to GFP-CapuFL. Indeed, GFP-CapuFL and GFP-

CapuNT appear similar in the egg chambers: diffuse in both the nurse cell and oocyte 

cytoplasm, and enriched at the nurse cell cortex (Figure 4). Thus CapuNT is sufficient for 

localization and the loss of proper localization of GFP-CapuΔN could contribute to 

misregulation of Capu and the phenotypes we observe. However, we note that the only 

apparent difference between GFP-CapuΔN and GFP-CapuFL localization is in the nurse 

cells and no difference in localization is detected in the oocyte.

We also asked whether we could inhibit endogenous Capu in trans by expressing GFP-

CapuNT in a wild type background using the matα driver. To our surprise, GFP-CapuNT 

had only a weak effect on fertility compared to matα:GFP (63% vs. 73% hatched; Figure 

1B). Consistent with the small change we measured in the fertility assay, expression of GFP-

CapuNT resulted in a small but significant decrease in actin mesh density at stage 9 when 

compared to matα:GFP oocytes (Figure 2D, J, M and N). However, we note that there was 

no difference when matα:GFP-CapuNT was compared to wild type controls. No change was 

detected in cytoplasmic streaming (Figure 3D, J, M and N). The fact that this construct does 

not act as a strong dominant negative suggests that Capu’s regulation is more complicated 

than a single autoregulatory cycle. This is consistent with the fact that Spire and CapuNT 

bind to the same site within Capu, the Capu-tail [Bor et al., 2012; Vizcarra et al., 2011].

Next, we coexpressed GFP-CapuNT and GFP-CapuΔN in a wild type background using the 

matα driver. Fertility increased from 17% for matα:GFP-CapuΔN to 57% when 

coexpressing GFP-CapuNT and GFP-CapuΔN (Figure 1B). To control for expression 

strength we also coexpressed GFP with GFP-CapuΔN. This pair resulted in only 27% 

fertility. Thus GFP-CapuNT can inhibit GFP-CapuΔN in trans, consistent with 

autoinhibition being a bona fide mode of regulating Capu in vivo. We also examined mesh 

density and cytoplasmic streaming in flies coexpressing GFP-CapuNT and GFP-CapuΔN. 

The average mesh density in matα;GFP-CapuΔN/GFP-CapuNT oocytes was unchanged at 

stage 9 compared to matα;GFP-CapuΔN or matα;GFP-CapuΔN/GFP (Figure 2C, E, F, M 

and Table I). However, densities in oocytes expressing matα;GFP-CapuΔN/GFP-CapuNT 

were broadly distributed at stage 9 compared to matα;GFP-CapuΔN and about half of the 

oocytes had mesh densities similar to controls. In stage 11 oocytes, the actin mesh density 
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decreased on average compared to when GFP-CapuΔN was expressed alone or in 

combination with GFP (Figure 2I, K, L, N and Table I). The average mesh density for 

matα;GFP-CapuΔN/GFP-CapuNT did not recover to wild type levels at stage 11, which is, 

consistent with the partial recovery of fertility levels (Figure 1B). It is possible that stage 11 

oocytes show a larger difference than stage 9 oocytes because they do not have endogenous 

Capu [Quinlan, 2013]. As expected based on the change in actin mesh, cytoplasmic 

streaming velocity at stage 11 was higher in matα:GFP-Capu-ΔN/GFP-CapuNT oocytes 

(0.19 μm/s) compared to matα:GFP-Capu-ΔN or matα:GFP-Capu-ΔN/GFP oocytes (0.04 

and 0.09 μm/s respectively) (Figure 3I, K, L, N and Table I). Stage 9 slow streaming was 

unaffected in these experiments (Figure 3C, E, F, M and Table I).

We also asked whether GFP-CapuNT could modify defects due to GFP-CapuFL 

overexpression. Consistent with our observation that GFP-CapuNT had little effect when 

expressed alone, coexpression with GFP-CapuFL did not improve fertility when compared 

with coexpression of GFP and GFP-CapuFL (54% vs. 59%; Figure 1B). When we expressed 

GFP-CapuFL in combination with GFP-CapuNT or GFP, mesh density was similar to 

matα;GFP-CapuFL both at stage 9 and 11 (Figure S4A-F, R and Table I). To our surprise, 

stage 9 actin mesh density was higher for matα;GFP-CapuFL/GFP compared to matα;GFP-

CapuFL and matα;GFP-CapuNT/CapuFL. It seems expression of GFP has an effect on the 

actin mesh. Perhaps GFP weakly activates CapuFL in trans, explaining the increased mesh 

density we also noted in stage 9 oocytes when GFP alone was expressed (Figure 2). 

Cytoplasmic streaming in matα;GFP-CapuNT/CapuFL oocytes did not differ from GFP-

CapuFL expression alone (Figure S4G-Q, S and Table I).

Overall, about half of matα:GFP-Capu-ΔN/GFP-CapuNT oocytes had mesh densities and 

streaming velocities close to wild type, consistent with the fertility rate we measured (57%). 

Together our data lead us to conclude that, although CapuNT cannot effectively regulate 

CapuFL in trans, GFP-CapuΔN is more active than GFP-CapuFL because autoinhibition is 

absent.

Capu impacts mRNA localization during mid-oogenesis

We asked whether unregulated Capu activity disrupts localization of classic polarity factors. 

To visualize the localization of polarity determinants, we used previously developed live 

imaging techniques [Becalska and Gavis, 2009]. We coexpressed two transgenes: mRNAs 

carrying 6-12 copies of the stem-loop binding site for bacteriophage MS2 coat protein 

(MCP) and MCP protein fused with red fluorescent protein (RFP) or mCherry. MCP binding 

to the MS2 stem-loop labels the mRNAs in the oocyte. Using this tool, we asked whether 

the increased actin mesh density at stage 9 or decreased cytoplasmic streaming at stage 11 

affected localization of polarity determinants such as grk, osk, bcd and nanos. We visualized 

these mRNAs while expressing GFP, GFP-CapuFL or GFP-CapuΔN using only the matα 

driver because it gives a more pronounced phenotype compared to the nos driver.

Early localization of polarity determinants is disrupted by increased Capu activity (Figure 

5). Normally, osk localizes in a tight band (within 2-3 μm) at the posterior of the oocyte 

during stages 7-9 [Ephrussi et al., 1991]. We observed diffuse posterior localization of osk 

mRNA (as far as 25 μm away from the posterior) at stage 9 in matα:GFP-CapuΔN and 
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matα:GFP-CapuFL oocytes (Figure 5A-C). By stage 10B, osk was more restricted to the 

posterior for matα:GFP-CapuFL but not matα:GFP-CapuΔN (Figure 5D-F). It is difficult to 

distinguish between transport and anchoring defects in this case. The increased mesh density 

could delay delivery of the osk particles. Indeed, the timing correlates with the level of Capu 

activity. If anchoring is contributing, we do not think this is due to loss of posterior 

anchoring filaments because these oocytes contain endogenous Capu. Instead the phenotype 

could reflect an aberrant excess of the anchoring structure. However, we were not able to 

test this hypothesis due to masking of fine actin structures by the dense and persistent mesh.

In wild type oocytes, grk mRNA localizes to the posterior during stages 6-7 and then moves 

to the anterodorsal corner near the nucleus during stages 9-10 [Jaramillo et al., 2008; 

Neuman-Silberberg and Schüpbach, 1993]. When we examined grk-ms2/MCP-mCherry 

localization in matα:GFP-CapuΔN oocytes during stage 9, we found that most grk mRNA 

localized normally to the anterodorsal corner (Figure S5A, middle row). However, 3 of 15 

oocytes had substantially decreased levels of grk (Figure S5A, bottom row). In contrast, grk 

was correctly localized in all matα:GFP oocytes (12/12). Mislocalization of grk leads to 

disruption of DV axis formation and thereby results in fused dorsal appendages, which we 

observed in fertility assays [Neuman-Silberberg and Schüpbach, 1993; Schüpbach, 1987]. 

The low number of dorsalized eggs we observed is consistent with the small fraction of 

oocytes with mislocalized grk mRNA. This low frequency of grk mislocalization suggests 

that perhaps only the highest density of actin mesh at early stages can inhibit the correct 

localization of grk. Even so, the observation is intriguing given that grk localization and 

anchoring are both thought to be solely microtubule dependent.

Both bcd and nanos localize to the anterior of the oocyte during stages 7-9 [Forrest and 

Gavis, 2003; Weil et al., 2006]. Their localizations at stage 9 were indistinguishable from 

wild type in our experiments (Figure S5B, C). Thus despite the fact that fluid dynamics are 

seemingly unaffected by the denser actin mesh at stage 9 (Figure 3A-C, M), Capu activity 

has an impact on the early stage of polarity establishment. This effect is not uniform for all 

mRNAs as bcd and nanos localization were not affected whereas osk and grk were.

Capu impacts late phase mRNA localization

Next we examined late stage posterior localization of nanos and late stage accumulation of 

osk and bcd. Posterior localization of osk was normal at stage 13 for both matα:GFP-

CapuFL and matα:GFP-CapuΔN oocytes, indicating that the second phase of osk 

localization is not affected by either the early stage disruption of osk localization or the 

persistence of actin mesh and inhibition of cytoplasmic streaming (Figure 5G-I). This 

recovery of osk localization was surprising given that, normally, late stage transport of osk is 

thought to be driven by cytoplasmic streaming [Glotzer et al., 1997; Sinsimer et al. 2011].

In comparison, the amount of nanos at the posterior was low at stage 11 (Figure 5J-N) and 

stage 13 oocytes (Figure 5O-S). nanos localization depends on the correct prior localization 

of osk mRNA and formation of pole plasm [Ephrussi et al., 1991]. Although osk localized 

normally by stage 13, nanos levels were low in all stage 11 oocytes (7/7) and most stage 13 

oocytes (13/19) expressing matα:GFP-CapuΔN (Figure 5J-S). In contrast matα:GFP had no 

effect on nanos localization at either stage 11 (6/6) or stage 13 (10/10). We cannot 
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determine whether the failed nanos localization is a direct effect of inhibiting cytoplasmic 

streaming or a secondary effect of the diffuse posterior localization of osk during mid-

oogenesis.

bcd localization is normal in capu mutants [Manseau et al., 1996]. Interestingly, bcd 

localization to the anterior at late stages of oogenesis was disrupted when Capu activity was 

increased. Nine of 17 matα:GFP-CapuΔN oocytes had no (Figure 5X) or decreased amounts 

(Figure 5U-W) of bcd at the oocyte anterior. In contrast, bcd localization was normal in GFP 

expressing oocytes (10/10) (Figure 5T). We did not detect localization of bcd at the posterior 

of control, matα:GFP-CapuFL or matα:GFP-CapuΔN expressing oocytes (data not shown). 

These results suggest that an increase in actin mesh density and prevention of cytoplasmic 

streaming selectively inhibits the second phase of nanos and bcd mRNA localization but, 

intriguingly, not that of osk. Disruption of nanos localization leads to abdominal 

segmentation defects whereas loss of bcd leads to reduced head and thorax [Frohnhofer and 

Nusslein-Volhard, 1986; Wang and Lehmann, 1991]. These are the phenotypes we observed 

in our fertility assay (Figure 1C).

Discussion

The role of autoinhibition in regulating Capu

Capu builds an actin mesh in the oocyte during mid-oogenesis (stages 5-10A) in cooperation 

with Spire [Dahlgaard et al., 2007; Quinlan, 2013]. The two proteins must interact but also 

spend time apart based on partial-overlapping localization and rescue experiments [Quinlan, 

2013]. Thus we hypothesized that Capu is autoinhibited when not associated with Spire. 

This model led us to expect CapuNT to act as a dominant negative. The fact that it did not 

behave so suggests that regulation of Capu is more complicated. In fact, CapuNT and Spire 

bind to the same region of Capu, Capu-tail, and with similar affinities [Bor et al., 2012; 

Vizcarra et al., 2011]. It follows that competition between the two interactions, in the 

context of full-length Capu, would lead to autoinhibition dominating. Because the Spire-

Capu interaction is necessary, we expect that the oocyte has developed a means of blocking 

autoinhibition during oogenesis, presumably by reversibly modifying the Capu-tail or the 

CID. In this case, even excess CapuNT would not have a phenotype. Furthermore, it is 

possible that localization of GFP-CapuNT confounds its ability to inhibit endogenous 

function though the major differences in localization between GFP-CapuFL and GFP-

CapuNT were in the nurse cells.

We reasoned that GFP-CapuΔN functions free of regulation by Spire after stage 10B 

because both endogenous Spire and Capu protein levels decrease dramatically at this time 

[Quinlan, 2013]. Demonstrating that an autoinhibitory interaction can take place in the 

oocyte, co-expression of GFP-CapuNT with GFP-CapuΔN led to a clear decrease of activity 

of GFP-CapuΔN at stage 11. Furthermore, this result indicates that the defects due to GFP-

CapuΔN expression are largely due to loss of autoinhibition as opposed to loss of another 

interaction or proper localization.

We conclude that Capu can be autoinhibited in the oocyte and that Capu lacking 

autoinhibition is deleterious to oocyte development. However, our results suggest that Capu 
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autoinhibition is a secondary mechanism to regulation by Spire during mid-oogenesis and 

decreasing Capu protein levels during late oogenesis. Perhaps, Capu functions 

independently of Spire in other cell types, and Capu autoinhibition plays a more important 

role there.

Oocyte actin mesh and its role in regulating cytoplasmic streaming

Our data are consistent with the idea that the actin mesh in the oocyte regulates cytoplasmic 

streaming. Previously, premature streaming had been observed in the absence of actin mesh 

[Dahlgaard et al., 2007; Theurkauf, 1994]. Complementary to this, we show that a mesh that 

persists beyond stage 10B is sufficient to inhibit fast streaming. Two outstanding and 

possibly related questions about the mesh are: What determines mesh density? and How is 

the mesh removed? Dahlgaard et al. presented evidence that Capu activity level controls 

mesh density and our data are consistent. We observe that expression of constitutively active 

Capu increases actin mesh density at both stages 9 and 11 (Figure 2). For GFP-CapuΔN 

expressing oocytes, we note that the mesh is less dense at stage 11 than 9 (Figure 2 C and I). 

We do not know what is limiting the actin mesh density at stage 11. This could reflect to the 

loss of endogenous Spire and Capu [Quinlan, 2013]; limiting amounts of other (unknown) 

mesh components; the large size of the oocyte at this stage; or the onset of mechanisms to 

remove the mesh.

Regardless of how mesh density is normally regulated, it can exist at various densities and 

streaming velocity only loosely correlates with that density (Figure 3). Under wild type 

conditions, cytoplasmic flows are approximately 30 nm/s during stage 9 and about 10 times 

faster during stage 11 [Quinlan, 2013]. We note that a two-fold increase in mesh density at 

stage 11 had minimal effect on streaming, suggesting that streaming can still take place up 

until some threshold of mesh density. Beyond that, the range of densities and range of 

streaming velocities we observe suggest that there is a correlation between the two. In 

contrast, we were intrigued that up to a three-fold (on average) increase in mesh density had 

no apparent effect on slow streaming at stage 9. We do not know if the rate of mesh turnover 

is altered by increased Capu activity but normal migration of the nucleus under these 

conditions suggests that the mesh is not overly stable. If mesh dynamics, i.e. assembly and 

disassembly, are on the order of the slow fluid flows at stage 9, this would explain why the 

increased density had no impact.

mRNA transport and localization

Sinsimer et al. [2011] hypothesized that late stage mRNA delivery amplifies the patterns 

generated earlier in oogenesis. In previous studies of late phase mRNA transport, 

cytoplasmic streaming was inhibited by depolymerizing the microtubules [Forrest and 

Gavis, 2003; Glotzer et al., 1997; Weil et al., 2006]. We inhibited cytoplasmic streaming by 

increasing the actin mesh, enabling us to separate the effects of microtubules and 

cytoplasmic streaming in late stage transport (Figure 6). The advective transport of 

cytoplasmic streaming is thought to be responsible for osk and nanos localization to the 

posterior during late stages [Forrest and Gavis, 2003; Glotzer et al., 1997; Sinsimer et al., 

2011; Snee et al., 2007]. bcd also continues to be transported in the late phase but by a 

mechanism distinct from osk and nanos. It requires continual active transport mediated by 
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dynein and microtubules nucleated from the anterior, and depends less on streaming [Weil et 

al., 2006]. Thus we were surprised to find that bcd localization was low or undetectable in 

about 50% of the egg chambers we examined (Figure 5 and 6). Because transport and 

anchoring of bcd depend on microtubules, the role of streaming could not be separated by 

colcemid treatment in the original studies of late phase bcd localization. The simplest 

explanation of our results is that streaming plays a greater role than expected. Ooplasmic 

bcd mRNA is dynamic at the anterior. It needs to be continually loaded back on to the 

microtubules. Perhaps streaming is important for this step, facilitating microtubule/dynein 

capture events or returning bcd that diffused too far away to be captured. Alternatively, Weil 

et al. [2006] found that the specific subset of microtubules necessary to anchor bcd depends 

on the actin cytoskeleton. Increased Capu activity could alter this arrangement, though we 

do not favor this explanation, in part because bcd localization in capu null mutants is normal 

[Manseau et al., 1996].

Localization of osk during early stages (7-10) of oocyte development depends on kinesin 

and microtubules [Brendza et al., 2000; Ephrussi et al., 1991; Kim-Ha et al., 1991; Parton et 

al., 2011; Zimyanin et al., 2007]. Continued accumulation of osk to the posterior during late 

stages (11-14) was hypothesized to depend on cytoplasmic streaming [Glotzer et al., 1997; 

Sinsimer et al., 2011]. We found that inhibiting cytoplasmic streaming by creating a 

persistent actin mesh does not block transport of osk during the second phase of 

accumulation (Figure 5 and 6). One could interpret this as evidence that streaming is not the 

transport mechanism. Instead we favor the idea that osk (and perhaps multiple mRNAs) are 

adapted to utilize more than one transport pathway [Sinsimer et al., 2011]. In this case, it is 

likely that osk mRNA is still associated with kinesin during late stages and in the absence of 

cytoplasmic streaming, osk is able to use microtubules, which remain oriented by the 

persistent mesh, to localize to the posterior. We note that earlier localization of osk (stage 

9-10B) was not wild type in a manner that corresponded to Capu activity. Instead of a tight 

strip of posterior localization, we saw partially diffuse osk localization at the posterior. The 

altered localization could be due to defects in the transport and/or anchoring. Perhaps 

increased Capu activity causes the posterior landing zone to expand, though this would have 

to be a temporary effect.

The strongest mRNA defect we observed was of late stage nanos localization to the 

posterior. At stage 11, none of the egg chambers had wild type levels of nanos and by stage 

13, when osk was apparently normally localized, only 6 of 19 egg chambers had wild type 

levels of nanos (Figure 5 and 6). While the defect could be secondary, due to the delayed 

osk localization, we believe that inhibiting cytoplasmic streaming is the main cause for this 

observation. Our data are consistent with those of Forrest and Gavis [2004], who showed 

that inhibition of cytoplasmic streaming by depolymerization of microtubules results in 

strongly reduced nanos localization. These results together suggest that the primary 

mechanism for nanos localization to the posterior is through the advective forces of 

cytoplasmic streaming.

Finally, we ask, why does fast cytoplasmic streaming occur? It is counterintuitive to have so 

much motion in a cell after establishing the localization patterns of crucial polarity factors. 

Two ideas, which are not mutually exclusive, are: 1) streaming accomplishes long distance 
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transport in a large cell (diameter of ~100 μm) and 2) streaming is important for mixing the 

nurse cell cytoplasm with the ooplasm upon dumping. If streaming were the only means of 

moving mRNAs across the large oocyte, osk would not reach the posterior in our 

experiments. However, osk appears to reach the posterior unimpeded by the lack of 

streaming, demonstrating that streaming is not necessary for long distance transport. Perhaps 

streaming is a more efficient mode of transport. The modeling and experiments required to 

test this hypothesis are important future aims. We do not consider nanos in this part of the 

discussion because we cannot distinguish with confidence whether the low posterior 

localization of nanos is due to lack of cytoplasmic streaming or late osk delivery. In 

considering the second idea, we note that lack of mixing between the nurse cell cytoplasm 

and ooplasm has been observed under conditions that block streaming, e.g. kinesin mutants 

and increased mesh [Dahlgaard et al., 2007; Palacios and St Johnston, 2002; Serbus et al., 

2005; this study]. Why would it be important to mix the cytoplasm if long distance transport 

were not the reason? Here we can only speculate. We know that gradients of nanos and 

bicoid are essential during embryogenesis. We propose that starting with a “clean slate” is a 

good way to ensure a uniform gradient. Streaming could create a mechanically and 

chemically clean slate.

Materials and Methods

Molecular Biology

GFP-Capu transgenes were generated by inserting a coding region corresponding to amino 

acids 1-466 between the BamHI and XbaI sites of pTIGER [Ferguson et al., 2012] with GFP 

inserted between the KpnI and SpeI sites. Primers were: forward, 5′-ctgttccaggggcccctggg-

atccatggccttgcagctaggcaagaag-3′; reverse, 5′-tctactctagatcatttcgtcgaggattggccgca-3′ 

(Capu1-466). Untagged GFP protein was also inserted in the pTIGER vector.

Drosophila strains

We used the following transgenic fly lines: GFP-CapuFL and CapuFL [Quinlan, 2013], nos-

GAL4-vp16 [#4937, Bloomington Stock Center, Van Doren et al., 1998], matα-GAL4-vp16 

[#7063, Bloomington Stock Center, Zimyanin et al., 2007] and hsp83-MCP-RFP [#9940, 

Bloomington Stock Center, Weil et al., 2006]. GFP-CapuΔN was provided by Daniel St. 

Johnston [Dahlgaard et al., 2007]. hsp83-MCP-mCherry, nos-(ms2)6 and bcd-(ms2)6 were 

provided by Elizabeth R. Gavis [Forrest and Gavis, 2003; Weil et al., 2006]. grk-(ms2)12 

was provided by Trudi Schüpbach [Jaramillo et al., 2008] and osk-(ms2)6 was provided by 

Tze-Bin Chou [Lin et al., 2008]. CantonS was used as wild type.

Flies expressing each individual Capu construct were assessed for protein levels using 

quantitative fluorescence imaging (Figure S6). GFP-CapuFL and GFP-CapuΔN were 

expressed at similar levels at both stages 9 and 11. About twice as much GFP-CapuNT was 

expressed. Thus the weak phenotypes we observed for this construct were not a result of 

poor expression.
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Fertility assays and abdominal segmentation

Fertility assays were performed as described previously [Quinlan, 2013]. We crossed 

roughly 100 test females, expressing different Capu proteins in a wild type background, with 

40 CantonS males. From these crosses, we quantified the number of hatched eggs as well as 

the number of eggs that contained fused dorsal appendages [Manseau and Schüpbach, 

1989]. Unhatched eggs were collected and prepared for cuticle analysis according to a 

standard protocol [Alexandre, 2008]. Dark field images were taken using a Zeiss Imager Z.1 

equipped with EC Plan-Neofluar 10× 0.3 M27 objective [Edward De Robertis lab, UCLA].

Actin mesh staining and measurement

The oocyte actin mesh was stained as described previously [Quinlan, 2013]. In each 

experiment, ovaries, which include all stages of development, from 3-4 control (Figures 

S1A) and 6-8 GFP-Capu expressing flies were dissected and fixed together in 10% 

paraformaldehyde/PBS. Subsequently, they were stained together using 1 μM 

AlexaFluor647-phalloidin [Invitrogen] to label actin. We visualized GFP in order to be able 

to distinguish GFP-expressing egg chamber from control. GFP and AlexaFluor647-

phalloidin were excited with 488 and 635 nm lasers, respectively.

Single midsections of oocytes were acquired with a Leica SPE I inverted confocal 

microscope equipped with an ACS APO 40x/1.15 oil CS immersion objective. Images of 

control and GFP-Capu-expressing oocytes were acquired with identical conditions. Many 

times the cortical actin was saturated but care was taken to ensure that the actin mesh was 

below saturation in our images. To quantify the density of the cytoplasmic actin mesh, the 

mean intensity of AlexaFluor647-phalloidin was measured in the cytoplasm of WT and 

GFP-Capu expressing oocytes using Fiji [Schindelin et al., 2012]. To determine the change 

in actin mesh density, the density of each GFP-Capu expressing oocyte was divided by the 

average density of 5 control oocytes (Figure S1A). This normalization was performed 

independently for stage 9 and 11 oocytes, that is, stage 9 controls were collected only for 

stage 9 experimental oocytes.

Live imaging and cytoplasmic streaming

To trace the movement of the yolk granules (cytoplasmic streaming) or take the single mid-

section images of mRNAs (RFP or mCherry), live oocytes were dissected under halocarbon 

700 oil and excited with 405 or 532 nm lasers, respectively, using a Leica SPE I inverted 

confocal microscope. Cytoplasmic streaming data were acquired and analyzed as described 

previously [Quinlan, 2013] with minor changes. Motion of autofluorescent of yolk granules 

was determined using particle image velocimetry (PIV) in movies collected every 5 seconds 

for 2.5 minutes. After the streaming velocities were determined, the speeds of all 

interrogation windows in a given movie were collated and the 95th percentile speed was 

reported as a metric for streaming speed to minimize the effects of oocyte geometry and 

outliers. Sample maximum intensity projections were created in Fiji to show the relative 

movement of yolk granules [Schindelin et al., 2012].
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Statistical analysis of mesh density and cytoplasmic streaming

To compare sets of actin mesh or cytoplasmic streaming data, we determined p-values by 

applying Student’s t-tests. We considered p-values equal to or lower than 0.05 as 

significantly different. Because some of the data had non-normal distribution, we conducted 

one-sided Welch’s t-tests and Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney tests. These three analyses returned 

similar p-values, and therefore supported similar conclusions.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Constitutively active Capu decreases fertility
(A) Domain organization of Capu: CID, Capu Inhibitory Domain (blue); FH1, formin 

homology 1 domain (orange); FH2, formin homology 2 domain (green); and Capu-tail 

(violet). Black lines represent constructs used in this study: UASp-GFP (green fluorescent 

protein)-tagged CapuFL (full-length), CapuΔN and CapuNT. (B) Female fertility 

represented by % hatched eggs in flies expressing the indicated constructs using either nos 

or matα drivers. Each experiment was repeated at least 3 times and is represented by a single 

bar. The total number of eggs counted is given in Table I. Averages are shown above each 

group of experiments. (C) Cuticle preparation of embryos derived from wild type (top) or 

matα:GFP-CapuΔN females (bottom). Wild type embryos have 8 abdominal segments 

(A1-8), 3 thoraces (T1-3) and normal head structure whereas GFP-CapuΔN expressing 

embryos are abnormally patterned. This cuticle shows only 7 abdominal segments, no 

thoracic segments and a reduced head structure.
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Figure 2. Increased actin mesh density caused by matα driven expression of Capu
(A-L) Stage 9 (A-F) and 11 (G-L) egg chambers stained with AlexaFluor647-phalloidin to 

visualize the actin mesh. In all cases the matα driver was used. The constructs expressed are 

indicated. Images close to the mean intensity (indicated by open circles in the graphs below) 

were selected for presentation. The lower images are a magnification of the actin mesh in 

the oocyte. The posteriors of the egg chambers are oriented up. Scale bars are 20 μm. nc, 

nurse cells: oo, oocytes. (M-N) Dot plots show X-fold increase in oocyte actin mesh density 

in stage 9 (M) or 11 (N) oocytes (black dots) relative to control oocytes (gray triangles). 
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Controls were heterozygous for matα (Figure S1A). Both control and Capu expressing 

oocytes were normalized by the average of control oocytes (see methods). Therefore the 

average of the controls (shown by gray line) is equal to one. The black line represents the 

mean increase of actin mesh density. p-values were obtained with a Student’s t-test (see 

methods). Only p-values less than or equal to 0.05 are shown.
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Figure 3. Increased actin mesh density prevents late stage cytoplasmic streaming
Maximum intensity projections of autofluorescent yolk granules for stage 9 (A-F; scale bars 

are 20 μm) and 11 (G-L, scale bars are 40 μm) oocytes that are expressing different proteins 

as indicated using the matα driver. Each image is representative (shown in open circles in M 

and N) of 10 or more egg chambers examined. (M, N) Quantification of cytoplasmic 

streaming using Particle Image Velocimetry (see methods). Dot plots show the 95th 

percentile of velocities detected. Black lines represent average streaming velocity. p-values 

were obtained with a Student’s t-test (see methods). Only p-values less than or equal to 0.05 

are shown.
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Figure 4. Capu’s N-terminus is sufficient to localize Capu
(B, J) Visualization of GFP in fixed eggs shows that GFP-CapuFL localizes to the nurse cell 

cortex (chevrons) whereas GFP alone (A, I) localizes to the nucleus as well as diffusely in 

the nurse cells. (C, K) In contrast to full-length Capu, GFP-CapuΔN is not enriched at the 

nurse cell cortex. (D, L) The N-terminal half of Capu (CapuNT) is sufficient for localization 

to the nurse cell cortex (chevrons). All proteins had similar diffuse localization in the oocyte 

(E-H). All scale bars are 20 μm. nc, nurse cells; oo, oocytes.
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Figure 5. Capu impacts mRNA localization
(A-I) Egg chambers at indicated stages expressing osk-(ms2)6 mRNA and MCP-RFP in 

combination with matα:GFP, matα:GFP-CapuFL or matα:GFP-CapuΔN. osk accumulates at 

the posterior forming a narrow band at all stages in controls (A, D, G, chevrons). In contrast, 

osk has a diffuse posterior localization in stage 9 matα:GFP-CapuFL and matα:GFP-

CapuΔN oocytes (B, C). By stage 10B localization is more restricted in matα:GFP-CapuFL 

but not matα:GFP-CapuΔN oocytes (E, F). By stage 13, osk is restricted to a tight band in 

the posterior; experimental flies are indistinguishable from control flies (G-I). (J-X) Egg 
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chambers expressing MCP-mCherry and nanos-(ms2)18 (J-S) or bcd-(ms2)6 (T-X) in 

combination with either matα:GFP or matα:GFP-CapuΔN. The lower images are 3x 

magnifications of the posterior for nanos and anterior for bcd. nanos (in stage 11 and 13) 

and bcd (stage 13 only) localized to the posterior and anterior similar to wild type osk 

mRNA in GFP expressing oocytes (J, O, T, chevrons). Multiple images showing the 

expression pattern (high to low from left to right) of the nanos (L-N, P-S) or bcd (U-X) in 

matα:GFP-CapuΔN oocytes. All scale bars are 40 μm.
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Figure 6. Drosophila oocyte development in wild type, capu mutant and constitutively active 
Capu expressing oocytes
The posterior of the oocytes are oriented to the right. (A) Wild type oocytes (oo) are 

surrounded by follicle cells (fc) and have an actin mesh from early stages to stage 9. During 

stage 10, the actin mesh (grey) disappears and fast cytoplasmic streaming (blue) begins. 

Shortly after streaming begins, nurse cells (nc) dump their contents into the oocyte, resulting 

in expansion of oocytes during late stages. Oskar (osk, pink) mRNA localizes to the 

posterior region from early stages (7-9) and is enriched through stage 14. Bicoid (bcd, blue) 

mRNA localizes to the anterior region of the oocyte from late stage 10 to stage 14. Nanos 

(green) mRNA localizes to the posterior of the oocytes during late stages in an osk 

dependent manner. (B) In capu null mutants, the actin mesh is absent and cytoplasmic 

streaming begins prematurely. Both osk and nanos localizations are disrupted in the mutant 

oocytes whereas bcd localization is wild type. (C) Expression of constitutively active Capu 

(CapuΔN) resulted in denser actin mesh at early stages and persistent mesh at stages 10-14. 

Fast cytoplasmic streaming was inhibited during late stages. In this case, osk was not tightly 

localized to the posterior at stage 9 or 10B but was normally localized later. Both anterior 

localization of bcd and posterior localization of nanos were decreased or completely 

disrupted.
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Table I

Change in actin mesh, cytoplasmic streaming and egg fertility.

driver fly genotypes
%

Hatched
a

Stage 9,
average fold
increase in
actin mesh

Stage 11,
average fold
increase in
actin mesh

Stage 9,
average

cytoplasmic
streaming

(μm/s)

Stage 11,
average

cytoplasmic
streaming

(μm/s)

nos

GFP 93 (n=450) 1.0 1.1 0.03 0.29

GFP-CapuFL 89 (493) 1.8 1.8 0.03 0.29

GFP-CapuΔN 48 (772) 2.2 2.5 0.03 0.15

GFP-CapuNT 97 (580) ND ND ND ND

matα

GFP 73 (799) 1.4 0.9 0.02 0.31

GFP-CapuFL 52 (910) 2.3 3.3 0.02 0.11

GFP-CapuΔN 17 (613) 2.9 3.8 0.02 0.04

GFP-CapuNT 63 (313) 0.8 1.1 0.03 0.35

matα

GFP-CapuΔN
GFP-CapuNT

55 (600) 2.6 2.8 0.03 0.19

GFP-CapuΔN
GFP

25 (600) 2.8 3.6 0.02 0.09

matα

GFP-CapuFL
GFP-CapuNT

53 (525) 2.5 3.0 0.03 0.08

GFP-CapuFL
GFP

58 (437) 3.3 2.8 0.02 0.1

ND, not determined.

a
percent of eggs hatched in at least 3 independent experiments. n = total number of eggs.
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